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First Ladies Aug 24 2019 A look inside the personal life of every first lady in American history, based on original interviews with major historians C-SPAN's yearlong
history series, First Ladies: Influence and Image, featured interviews with more than fifty preeminent historians and biographers. In this informative book, these
experts paint intimate portraits of all forty-five first ladies -- their lives, ambitions, and unique partnerships with their presidential spouses. Susan Swain and the
C-SPAN team elicit the details that made these women who they were: how Martha Washington intentionally set the standards followed by first ladies for the next century;
how Edith Wilson was complicit in the cover-up when President Wilson became incapacitated after a stroke; and how Mamie Eisenhower used the new medium of television to
reinforce her, and her husband's, positive public images. This book provides an up-close historical look at these fascinating women who survived the scrutiny of the
White House, sometimes at great personal cost, while supporting their families and famous husbands -- and sometimes changing history. Complete with illustrations and
essential biographical details, it is an illuminating, entertaining, and ultimately inspiring read.
Bill Foster's Lost Years Mar 24 2022
LUCIANITY Jun 02 2020 Lucianity, the Perverse Religion of Christians is a book about the hidden history of the New Testament -- where it not only reveals the
scripture’s mysterious origin … but also its very unique and clandestine creation. In this book, the reader will learn that Christianity, the religion that people
sincerely believe and practice today, is not the religion of Christ. Instead, it is the religion of an overzealous disciple who was able to gain possession of every
gospel and almost every epistle, in addition to most of the other manuscripts related to early church affairs, and then after the death of the apostolic authors, edit
and rewrite them to reflect his peculiar religious beliefs and philosophy. For instance, he conflated Jesus with God, and called him Lord. That disciple is identified
as Lucius, the Bishop of Cyrene, who unfortunately, never understood the spiritual nature of man, the spiritual resurrection of Christ, or the purpose for why God sent
Christ on a mission to Earth. As a consequence of ignorance, and the lack of understanding by Lucius, man has unknowingly accepted the false and unorthodox beliefs of
Lucianity which have been incorporated into the creeds, gospels, epistles, and a host of other bible-related documents. This newly discovered information was deciphered
by a seasoned detective when he deconstructed the 2000 year old biblical scripture line by line, and verse by verse. All Christians, who number in the billions today,
will be stunned and perplexed by his findings, especially all the ministers who promote the Bible as the true word of God. Some of it is, and some of it isn’t;
nevertheless, this book identifies God’s true word in Isaiah and Daniel, and it even illustrates the exactness and preciseness of His word (plus other prophetic
scripture), by the use of numerous exhibits — since the detective believes a picture is worth a 1000 words. Christ flipped over the tables of the money changers
signifying the coming end to the desolation that existed in the Jewish Temple. In like manner, the detective has upset an applecart full of false beliefs which will
hopefully awaken people to the realization of Lucianity (or modern day desolation), and usher in the resurrection of true Christianity. “Christians” will learn the
unvarnished truth about their ascribed beliefs for probably the first time in 2000 years, and more particularly, how they have been bamboozled and conned by a very
clever disciple. The Bible is the most sold, and most read, book in the entire world, and yet, not a single person in the world has recognized the fact that at least
75% of the scripture in the New Testament is really the prodigious work of a secretive, behind the scenes, apostolic era Bishop. In his writings, Lucius used ancient
manuscripts and even a book by Flavius Josephus to write various gospel chapters -- not the spoken words of Jesus. While looking over the Detective’s shoulder, the
reader will see and learn exactly how he identified all the fraud implanted into the pages of the Bible via easy-to-understand scriptural analysis and a variety of
exhibits. As such, reading the New Testament is generally a waste of time, unless one has the persistence, capability, and patience to do a thorough, time-consuming,
focused, multi-year, forensic exam like the one contained inside the pages of the book “Lucianity.” No similar criminal investigation of the Bible has ever been
completed, and no similar book exists. If a person is searching for “just the facts” regarding their Christian faith, then the Detective assures all seekers of truth
that they will know more about the Bible, God, Moses, Isaiah, Daniel, and Christ (i.e. the Anointed One of God) after reading Lucianity than they ever will by reading
Biblical scripture. And more importantly, if they truly understand the message of Jesus Christ as revealed within the pages of this book, they should also learn
something about themselves … no matter their status, rank, position, race, or sex, their incarnation is not an accident of nature, but a self-chosen, deliberate,
purposeful spiritual event. Just like Christ, every man, woman, and child has come to Earth in order to fulfill a spiritual mission, not to fulfill a short-sighted
worldly aspiration for material goods and wealth.
Killing for God Dec 29 2019 Given the extremely high cost of overseas military operations today, the author offers readers scholarly insights as to what motivates
kingdoms, countries, and groups to engage in religious conflict, beginning with those found in the Hebrew Bible. To do this, he analyzes three related religions,
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, to determine their similarities and differences regarding the killing of people. The areas of conflict analysis include
Fundamentalism, Proselytization, Sacrifice (to include martyrdom), and Revenge (to include genocide). The insights of preeminent religious and political scholars are
integrated into this comprehensive analysis of conflict involving religion, leading to an answer to the ultimate question: Is the killing worth it?
Dale. Teenage Prodigy Sep 25 2019
Cold Feet: The Lost Years Jun 26 2022 HILARIOUS AND HEARTBREAKING OFFICIAL COLD FEET NOVEL FROM THE HIT TV SERIES. What happened to your favourite characters between
series five and six of Mike Bullen's award-winning TV series? ********** Reeling from the sudden death of Rachel, his beloved wife, Adam has no time to grieve. He has
to keep going, for the sake of their baby son. Jenny moves back in with ex-husband Pete, eight and a half months pregnant with another man's child. Can their
relationship overcome past jealousies? Karen and David agree to an amicable divorce - but that's before he sleeps with the divorce lawyer . . . ******* THE LOST YEARS
is an irresistible chance to catch up on all the laughter, the tears, the life lessons we missed while they were gone. 'I loved it. The characters have been captured so
well and it just feels so like Mike Bullen's creation . . . Harrington should be very proud - it really is fabulous! Margaret Conway, Line Producer Cold Feet
Edgar Cayce and the Eternal Feminine Sep 17 2021 Rogers explores the Eternal Feminine and Edgar Cayce. From Creation Myths, Twin Souls and Goddess practices; Rogers
offers insight into the causes of oppression of women in search of gender justice. Rogers presents the Circle of Light Ritual and interviews engaged in The Work. This
book is a shining star.
Shakespeare's Lost Years in London Dec 21 2021
Shelley and His Circle, 1773-1822 Feb 29 2020
Holy Terrors Jan 28 2020 ‘Which of us do you prefer?’ As a baby, Michael Clemenger was handed over to the unloving care of a religious-run children’s home. Aged eight,
he was transferred to St Joseph’s Industrial School in Tralee, Co. Kerry. Chosen as their ‘favourite’ by two Christian Brothers, Michael endured years of sexual abuse
at the hands of both men. Brother Price would strike at night, while Brother Roberts took his pleasure in a weekly bathtime ritual. And even their ‘protection’ did not
save the boy from merciless beatings at the hands of other sadistic Brothers in the notorious institution. Despite the unbelievable trauma of his early life, Michael
emerged unbroken, determined to make something of himself, and also to find the mother he had never known. A story of remarkable spirit and courage, set against a
background of the prejudices and neglect of Irish society in the 1960s.
The Lost Years Sep 29 2022
Cooked Up Oct 26 2019 Food can bring together families, communities, and cultures. It is the essence of life and yet our relationships with one another can be most
fraught at the dinner table. This perpetually fascinating subject has inspired a unique collection of fiction—including flash fiction, essay, short stories, and even a
"stoku" (amalgam of short story and haiku)—from a wonderfully diverse and international group of authors. The authors in the anthology include Elaine Chiew, Chitra
Banarjee Divakaruni, Rachel J. Fenton, Diana Ferraro, Vanessa Gebbie, Pippa Goldschmidt, Sue Guiney, Patrick J. Holland, Roy Kesey, Charles Lambert, Krys Lee, Stefani
Nellen, Mukoma Wa Ngugi, Ben Okri, Angie Pelekidis, Susannah Rickards, and Nikesh Shukla. Elaine Chiew is a London-based writer who has won several prizes for her short
stories and flash fiction. She was included in One World: A Global Anthology of Short Stories. Many of her stories revolve around food. Chitra Banarjee Divakaruni is an
award-winning author, poet, activist, and teacher of writing. She has been published in many magazines and her writing has been included in over fifty anthologies. Ben
Okri has published eight novels, including The Famished Road and Starbook, as well as collections of poetry, short stories, and essays. He has won numerous
international prizes. Pippa Goldschmidt writes long and short fiction, poetry and nonfiction. Her PhD in astronomy inspired her first novel The Falling Sky, about a
female astronomer who discovers the Universe and loses her mind.
Mary's Little Lamb Nov 27 2019 The Mick Hart Investigation Agency began by their finding deadbeat child supporters. Mick and his staff have gotten so good at their
jobs that on occasions they will take on a missing-person case. If they can find a person who is hiding, then how hard is it to find someone who is lost? It's Election
Day Tuesday. In the news, Odelot, Ohio elects its first African American mayor. A fatal car jacking has left a woman dead. Two teenage girls are missing: Sapphire
(Mary's Little Lamb) and Brook, the daughter of John Lincoln, Odelot's, first African American mayor. PI, Mick Hart is called upon to find only one of the missing
girls, while Odelot's finest find the other. The search for one girl may lead Mick to the other. Who and what Mick finds through his investigation brings one family joy
and the other family pain.Sapphire and Brook are best friends, and everywhere that Sapphire went, Brook was sure to go. Mary's Little Lamb Sapphire is mentoring Brook
in the ways of boys and men. "I told her, just cause you have a dog that licks your toes, don't mean you have to keep him. Because a dog will lick anything and
everything" says Sapphire. Sapphire has the reputation of being hot in the pants, but she knows how to take care of her self. A trait she inherited from her mother.
Fourteen years old Sapphire is blessed and cursed with the wiles and ways of her mother Mary, along with her voluptuous genes.Mick Hart's search for Mary's Little Lamb
leads him to a pack of wolves. These wolves prowl the schoolyards and shopping malls of Odelot and the information highway of the Internet, preying on little lambs.
They hang out on playgrounds as child pimps and lurk online as predator wolves in sheep's clothing. It's up to Mick Hart to find out which ones have nabbed the missing
teens.Mick has a personal grudge with the newly elected mayor John Lincoln. Whether Mick lets his hostility interfere with his duty in finding Lincoln's daughter Brook
is unknown. If Mick does agree to find the missing teen, it will cost Lincoln. The price comes with Lincoln divulging a painful secret from his past . . . a secret that
answers the why to this whodunit mystery.
B Street Jan 10 2021 B Street tells intimate stories about the street of shops, restaurants, bars, and brothels where the workmen who built the Grand Coulee Dam spent
their recreational hours and wages. From the beginning, B Street was the place to play and let off steam for the white workingmen who had faced the hard times of the
Depression. It was a raucous playground that denied blacks and most dark-skinned Indians access to the frivolity, good times, and pretty ladies that were the main
attractions of that provocative place. This vivid story of a colorful era is based largely on the memories of Lawney L. Reyes. As a young boy he wandered B Street with
his little sister, Luana, and their dog, Pickles, while their Indian mother and Filipino father eked out a living running a Chinese restaurant. His mother's diary and
the stories told by his parents and older members of the Sin-Aikst tribe contribute to his story. Reyes tells of hard times, dreams, and extreme courage and reveals the
humor, toughness, and recklessness of the adventurers who came to work on the dam. He also describes the history and culture of the Indians whose villages were flooded
and whose way of life was irrevocably changed by the building of the Grand Coulee Dam.
The Lost Years of Jesus Aug 29 2022 Maths Quest HSC Mathematics General 2 provides new opportunities to engage future generations of students in the exciting and
challenging world of Mathematics through a wide range of targeted print and digital resources developed specifically to meet the requirements and aspirations of the NSW
HSC Mathematics syllabus. The components of this value pack include: Maths Quest HSC Mathematics General 2 & eBookPLUS + studyON HSC Mathematics General 2 & Booklet
No Greater Love Oct 07 2020 ANITA ARRINGTON has come a long way from her unhappy childhood in Charleston. A successful social worker and therapist, she has long since

conquered the demons of her past, leaving behind the memories and hurts of being abandoned by her parents and the abuse of her grandmother. Her parents had chosen their
addictions over their only child many years before and her grandmother? Well, all Anita could do was thank God that she had passed on. Now Anita is free to move on with
her life and put all of that behind her. Her past can no longer hurt her. It is safe for her to return to her native South Carolina where her dear friends are. Or is
it? Did she really deal with her past during her time up north or did she just run away from it? She will have to figure that out in order to improve her relationship
with Thomas and Maxine. And that is what she wants more than anything now. If you dont make peace with your past, Maxine had told her not only will it keep you from
enjoying the present, but can it rob you of the kind of future that you want, too! Can Anitas dream of a loving family finally be fulfilled with Thomas and Maxine, or
will the ghosts of the past continue to keep her from possessing what her heart desires most? Can she have the peace and the happiness that she longs for or will her
past once again threaten her future happiness? The choice was Anitas to make. She alone must to decide if she will let her past help her instead of hurt her if she
could only figure out how.
The Lost Years Nov 19 2021 A raging sea tosses a boy upon the shores of ancient Wales. Left for dead, he has no memory, no name, and no home. But it is his
determination to find out who he is—to learn the truth about his mysterious powers—that leads him to a strange and enchanted land. And it is there he discovers that the
fate of this land and his personal quest are strangely entwined.
Run to Me Aug 17 2021 Burned by the four-letter word called love, the only thing Beth Standish wants to do is flee for—or maybe from—her life. In the middle of the
night Beth takes her favorite running shoes and a flyer for the upcoming San Francisco half-marathon, and drives to the City by the Bay. Hoping to escape the ruins of
her relationship, Beth intends to run thirteen miles straight into San Francisco's famous fog. When an insightful woman named Alder Beckman comes to her rescue, Beth
feels that maybe she's found the calm sanctuary she so desperately seeks. But Beth's calm is soon turned on its ear when she is pursued by an arousing and wild woman
named Mary Walston, who has relationship ghosts of her own. It quickly becomes apparent that neither Alder nor Mary intends to let Beth disappear into the fog that
easily. Will Beth be able to run fast enough to keep ahead of love, or will it overtake her in the home stretch?
Jesus Oct 19 2021 "An account of Jesus' life during his first thirty years, where he was and what he learned before beginning his public ministry in
Palestine"--Provided by publisher.
Shakespeare, the "lost Years" Sep 05 2020
The Godfather: The Lost Years Jul 28 2022 Brought to you by Penguin. 'The bloody victory of the Corleone Family was not complete,' begins the final chapter of Mario
Puzo's The Godfather, 'until a year of delicate manoeuvring established Michael Corleone as the most powerful Family chief in the United States.' The Godfather: The
Lost Years takes place in the years 1955-65, but it is built upon the story of that 'year of delicate political manoeuvring' - and how, in winning the battle of that
year, Michael Corleone set the stage to lose the war: the war to make the Family legitimate, the war to keep the Corleones supremely in power, the war to stay true to
his father's wishes, the war to give not just his Family but his family a safe and happy life. The Godfather: The Lost Years is not just a sequel. A magnificent novel
in its own right, by an acclaimed young American novelist, it traces the nexus of ambitious, audacious decisions that Michael Corleone implements, their ultimate
failure, and, after the Family's literal and figurative years in the wilderness (of Las Vegas), Michael's literal, physical return to New York, and his attempts to
regain control there. © Mark Winegardner 2004 (P) Penguin Audio 2005
Dangerous Children Jul 16 2021 Gross explores our complex fascination with uncanny children in works of fiction. Ranging from Victorian to modern works—Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland, Carlo Collodi’s Pinocchio, Henry James’s What Maisie Knew, J. M. Barrie’s Peter and Wendy, Franz Kafka’s “The Cares of a Family Man,” Richard
Hughes’s A High Wind in Jamaica, Elizabeth Bowen’s The Death of the Heart, and Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita—Kenneth Gross’s book delves into stories that center around the
figure of a strange and dangerous child. Whether written for adults or child readers, or both at once, these stories all show us odd, even frightening visions of
innocence. We see these children’s uncanny powers of speech, knowledge, and play, as well as their nonsense and violence. And, in the tales, these child-lives keep
changing shape. These are children who are often endangered as much as dangerous, haunted as well as haunting. They speak for lost and unknown childhoods. In looking at
these narratives, Gross traces the reader’s thrill of companionship with these unpredictable, often solitary creatures—children curious about the adult world, who while
not accommodating its rules, fall into ever more troubling conversations with adult fears and desires. This book asks how such imaginary children, objects of wonder,
challenge our ways of seeing the world, our measures of innocence and experience, and our understanding of time and memory.
This Beautiful Darkness Nov 07 2020 Thirteen dark short stories that whisper the forbidden secrets of the human heart. From the madness of a father showing his son how
to kill, to the quiet desperation of a man trapped by love, to the horrible memories trapped within a haunted bed - these stories shine light into the places of the
human condition rarely examined. But in the darkness there are monsters and things that want nothing more than to make sure the era of Man is soon to end. Here there be
monsters, but sometimes the most terrifying monster of all is the one in the mirror.
Letters from Helen Jul 24 2019 The unconventional circumstances of Helen's birth almost ruined her life. In the compelling story, Letters from Helen, the reader meets
Helen, who was born in India in 1926. As an infant, she is sent back to England and put up for adoption when her British army officer father discovers that she is not
really his daughter. In this lovingly crafted celebration of family and life, a courageous young woman comes of age against the backdrop of World War II England. As
Helen matures, marries, and starts her own family, she shares her secrets, hardships, joys, and sorrows with her American cousin. Their letters are woven into the book.
Her unfulfilled desire to atone for the stain of her illegitimacy is a recurrent theme in the story, and her quest and its resolution will touch your heart. The
endearing characters, who are at once ordinary and extraordinary, will linger with you. Their own misdeeds,triumphs, tragedies, and romances lend a rich texture to the
book. And the final unexpected plot twist will leave you captivated and satisfied.
Mein Auge ruht auf dir Feb 20 2022 Dein Erbe ist der Tod Kurz nachdem Dr. Jonathan Lyons eine sensationelle wissenschaftliche Entdeckung gemacht hat, findet seine
Tochter Mariah ihn ermordet in seinem Büro auf. Die Hauptverdächtige: ihre eigene Mutter. Mariah setzt alles daran, den wahren Täter zu finden. Sie kommt ihm bald
gefährlich nahe.
Annual Reports of the Executive Departments of the City of Pittsburgh for the Year Ending ... Jun 14 2021
Mary's Message for a New Day Mar 31 2020 In the twentieth century alone, more than two hundred appearances of Mary, the mother of Jesus, have been reported in over
thirty countries. Some claim Mary has appeared to them as they pray. Others say they have watched her statues "weep" or have seen her images on walls or windows. And
some tell us that Mary has revealed to them urgent prophecies and secrets. Mary has entrusted her messages to unlikely ambassadors--not prelates or popes, presidents or
politicians, but children and simple folk, innocent ones who could receive her messages in humility and convey them with undiluted simplicity. For forty years Mother
Mary gave messages through Mark and Elizabeth Prophet to comfort and enlighten spiritual seekers of all paths. This groundbreaking book records Mary's precious messages
of wisdom, hope and peace to a troubled world. It also includes the text of eight nondenominational scriptural rosaries--one for each day of the week and Sunday
evening.
Mary's Message of Divine Love Jul 04 2020
Necroscope: The Last of the Lost Years, Vol. II Jan 22 2022 Necroscope®: The Last of the Lost Years, Volume 2, the twentieth volume in Brian Lumley's Necroscope®
series, contains two short novels, one long novella, one short story, and a closing piece entitled Resurrection. Each of these, except the short story, ("Old Man With A
Blade" where Harry is pursued by the Grim Reaper), feature the Necroscope, Harry Keogh, during this final (?) period of his life known as "The Lost Years." Look for the
first volume of The Last of the Lost Years, Volume 1, the nineteenth in the Necroscope series, which contains two short novels, one long novella, and one short story.
Stories included in this collection: Dead Eddy The Möbius Murders For the Dead Travel Slowly Old Man with a Blade Resurrection
Yahushua Christ: Infancy Childhood And Lost Years May 26 2022 The most important aspect and the reason why I decided to compile this book of infancy Gospels and early
childhood narratives about the life of the Virgin Mary and Yahushua Christ, our King and Lord; was to provide the audience interested in learning more about who our
Savior Messiah is and how He was brought up in this world. As believers in Christ as part of the holy Trinity which manifest all things, one would think that His
followers would be interested in learning as much as they could about Him. And yet for the most part the stories of his infancy, childhood, and early years are excluded
from the canonical materials. How He was raised, how He came up, what influenced His life, and how He prophetically fulfilled the many scriptural passages which
foreshadowed His first and soon coming second advent.
Los años pérdidos / The Lost Years Aug 05 2020 Tras toda una vida dedicada a los estudios bíblicos, Jonathan Lyons cree haber encontrado el más buscado y valioso de
los pergaminos: una carta supuestamente escrita por Jesucristo y que desapareció de la Biblioteca del Vaticano alrededor del año 1500. Pero, poco después del hallazgo,
Jonathan es encontrado muerto de un disparo en su estudio y su mujer, Kathleen, enferma de Alzheimer, escondida en un armario, desorientada y con el arma del crimen en
la mano.¿Mató ella a su marido en un ataque de celos tal y como sospecha la policía?¿O quizá la muerte de Jonathan esté ligada al pergamino desaparecido? Con su madre
imputada por el asesinato y sin ningún rastro del manuscrito, Mariah Lyons luchará por descubrir qué se oculta detrás de la muerte de su padre. ENGLISH DESCRIPTION Now
in mass market, the latest suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author and Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark, where a biblical scholar is found murdered
shortly after discovering the most revered and holy document in human history, which has now gone missing... Dr. Jonathan Lyons, a seventy-year-old biblical scholar,
believes he has found the rarest of parchments—a letter that may have been written by Jesus Christ. Stolen from the Vatican library in the fifteenth century, it was
assumed to be lost forever. Under the promise of secrecy, Jonathan attempts to confirm his findings with several other biblical experts. But on the eve before his own
murder, he confides to Father Aiden O'Brien, a family friend, that one of those whom he trusted most is determined to keep it from being returned to the Vatican. The
next evening Jonathan Lyons is found shot to death in his New Jersey home. His daughter, twenty-seven year old Mariah, finds her father's body sprawled over his desk in
his study, a fatal bullet wound in the back of his neck, and her mother, Kathleen, an Alzheimer's victim, hiding in the study closet, incoherent and clutching the
murder weapon. The police suspect that Kathleen, who in her lucid moments knows that Jonathan was involved with a much younger woman Lily Stewart, has committed the
murder. But Mariah believes that the key to her father's death is tied to another question: Where is the missing parchment? Whom, among his close circle of friends,
might he have consulted? And did one of them kill to keep possession of the letter? What Mariah doesn't know is that there was an eyewitness to the murder, someone
whose unwise attempt to blackmail the killer begins a new circle of death, with Mariah as the ultimate target of one person's obsession with a priceless historical
treasure. With all the elements that have made her a worldwide bestseller, Mary Higgins Clark's The Lost Years is at once a breathless murder mystery and a hunt for
what may be the most precious religious and archeological treasure of all time.
The Lost Years Oct 31 2022 Now in mass market, the latest suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author and Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark, where a biblical
scholar is found murdered shortly after discovering the most revered and holy document in human history, which has now gone missing... Dr. Jonathan Lyons, a seventyyear-old biblical scholar, believes he has found the rarest of parchments—a letter that may have been written by Jesus Christ. Stolen from the Vatican library in the
fifteenth century, it was assumed to be lost forever. Under the promise of secrecy, Jonathan attempts to confirm his findings with several other biblical experts. But
on the eve before his own murder, he confides to Father Aiden O’Brien, a family friend, that one of those whom he trusted most is determined to keep it from being
returned to the Vatican. The next evening Jonathan Lyons is found shot to death in his New Jersey home. His daughter, twenty-seven year old Mariah, finds her father’s
body sprawled over his desk in his study, a fatal bullet wound in the back of his neck, and her mother, Kathleen, an Alzheimer’s victim, hiding in the study closet,
incoherent and clutching the murder weapon. The police suspect that Kathleen, who in her lucid moments knows that Jonathan was involved with a much younger woman Lily
Stewart, has committed the murder. But Mariah believes that the key to her father’s death is tied to another question: Where is the missing parchment? Whom, among his
close circle of friends, might he have consulted? And did one of them kill to keep possession of the letter? With all the elements that have made her a worldwide
bestseller, Mary Higgins Clark’s The Lost Years is at once a breathless murder mystery and a hunt for what may be the most precious religious and archaeological
treasure of all time.
Voices from This Long Brown Land May 02 2020 In this engaging oral history, residents of California's scenic, sparsely-populated Owens Valley reflect on their varied
experiences with the region's turbulent past. Contested themes of Native American removal, water transfers, and wartime internment are interwoven with remembrances of
the valley's multicultural communities, its cattle ranching and agriculture, and its Western filmmaking, railroad, and mining enterprises. Together, author and
narrators create an accessible and richly textured work of history, memory, and place.
Stars Over Montana Feb 08 2021 Enjoy this clean, small town western romance by award winning and bestselling author, Lucinda Race. The cowboy broke her heart but, he
never stopped loving her. Now she’s back ready to run her grandfather’s ranch… At the age of 20, Annie Grace left the family ranch, heartbroken, unsure if she’d ever
return. But that all changed when her beloved grandfather, Pops, passed away. As his only heir, she’s come home to the small town of River Junction to settle his
affairs and run the family business. She wasn’t counting on Linc Cooper, the man who broke her heart, to be the new manager of the Montana spread. There’s just one
problem, a developer wants to buy her ranch. Linc Cooper never wanted to live his life without Annie by his side, but he deliberately ended their relationship so she

could finish college and be a success in a city, far away from River Junction. He felt she deserved more than being a ranch hand’s wife. He may have pushed her away but
he never stopped loving her. Over the last eighteen years, he became Pops’ right-hand man moving up to run the ranch. Now with Pops gone, Annie’s back in the small
cowboy town, but for how long? Annie has to make a life-changing decision; sell and leave the ranch and Linc forever? Or, does she pull on her boots and permanently
claim her home – and the cowboy she left behind? Stars Over Montana is the first novel in the Cowboys of River Junction Series, although each book can be read as
standalone. A sweet and clean romantic story with a guaranteed happily ever after. Happy reading!
Shakespeare's Lost Kingdom Jun 22 2019 “A book for anyone who loves Shakespeare . . . One of the most scandalous and potentially revolutionary theories about the
authorship of these immortal works” (Mark Rylance, First Artistic Director of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre). It is perhaps the greatest story never told: the truth
behind the most enduring works of literature in the English language, perhaps in any language. Who was William Shakespeare? Critically acclaimed historian Charles
Beauclerk has spent more than two decades researching the authorship question, and if the plays were discovered today, he argues, we would see them for what they
are—shocking political works written by a court insider, someone with the monarch’s indulgence, shielded from repression in an unstable time of armada and reformation.
But the author’s identity was quickly swept under the rug after his death. The official history—of an uneducated merchant writing in near obscurity, and of a virginal
queen married to her country—dominated for centuries. Shakespeare’s Lost Kingdom delves deep into the conflicts and personalities of Elizabethan England, as well as the
plays themselves, to tell the true story of the “Soul of the Age.” “Beauclerk’s learned, deep scholarship, compelling research, engaging style and convincing
interpretation won me completely. He has made me view the whole Elizabethan world afresh. The plays glow with new life, exciting and real, infused with the soul of a
man too long denied his inheritance.” —Sir Derek Jacobi
Ruin and Reformation in Spenser, Shakespeare, and Marvell Mar 12 2021 Ruin and Reformation in Spenser, Shakespeare, and Marvell explores writerly responses to the
religious violence of the long reformation in England and Wales, spanning over a century of literature and history, from the establishment of the national church under
Henry VIII (1534), to its disestablishment under Oliver Cromwell (1653). It focuses on representations of ruined churches, monasteries, and cathedrals in the works of a
range of English Protestant writers, including Spenser, Shakespeare, Jonson, Herbert, Denham, and Marvell, reading literature alongside episodes in English reformation
history: from the dissolution of the monasteries and the destruction of church icons and images, to the puritan reforms of the 1640s. The study departs from previous
responses to literature's 'bare ruined choirs', which tend to read writerly ambivalence towards the dissolution of the monasteries as evidence of traditionalist,
catholic, or Laudian nostalgia for the pre-reformation church. Instead, Ruin and Reformation shows how English protestants of all varieties—from Laudians to
Presbyterians—could, and did, feel ambivalence towards, and anxiety about, the violence that accompanied the dissolution of the monasteries and other acts of protestant
reform. The study therefore demonstrates that writerly misgivings about ruin and reformation need not necessarily signal an author's opposition to England's reformation
project. In so doing, Ruin and Reformation makes an important contribution to cross-disciplinary debates about the character of English Protestantism in its formative
century, revealing that doubts about religious destruction were as much a part of the experience of English protestantism as expressions of popular support for
iconoclasm in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Ten Lost Years, 1929-1939 Apr 24 2022 Hundreds of ordinary Canadians tell their own stories in this book. They tell them in their own words, and the impact is
astonishing. As page after page of unforgettable stories rolls by, it is easy to see why this book sold 300,000 copies and why a successful stage play that ran for
years was based on them. The stories, and the 52 accompanying photographs, tell of an extraordinary time. One tells how a greedy Maritime landlord ho tried to raise a
widow's rent was tarred and gravelled; another how rape by the boss was part of a waitress's job. Other stories show Saskatchewan families watching their farms turn
into deserts and walking away from them; or freight-trains black with hoboes clinging to them, criss-crossing the country in search of work; or a man stealing a wreath
for his own wife's funeral. Throughout this portrait of the era before Canada had a social safety net, there are amazing stories of what Time magazine called "human
tragedy and moral triumph during the hardest of times." In the end, this is an inspiring, uplifting book about bravery, one you will not forget.
The Passion and the Glory May 14 2021 The Passion and The Glory The Greatest Love Story Ever Lived There have been numerous accounts of the life of Jesus, but
throughout the whole century there has never been a single one written from the point of view of a woman. The Passion and the Glory The Greatest Love Story Ever Lived
is the first Gospel written from the point of view of a woman, furthermore, it is the only one written from the perspective of the woman who loved Jesus passionately as
a God and as a Man, Mary of Magdala. It is the Gospel of Mary of Magdala. A Gospel for the new Century. The Passion and the Glory The Greatest Love Story Ever Lived
offers to the reader the most complete account of the life of Jesus the Christ that has ever been written in the history of Christianity. That is, it includes in it
witnesses accounts of His birth, miracles and stories of His Infancy, the occult, or lost years, His mission, passion and death, and the rarely found mystery teachings
of the Christ Jesus to His apostles after His Resurrection, these, although known to Theologians, have only been disclosed in some rare and hard to find Apocryphal
Gospels. The Gospel of Mary Magdala is illuminating, human, intriguing and interesting because it gives us dimensions unknown to most of us of the humanity and divinity
of Jesus the Christ, dimensions that only the woman who loved Him experienced and can help us to know Him better. At the same time, it also gives to us dimensions of
our humanity and our unconscious quest to recuperate our forgotten divine status. Mary of Magdala is an integral part of us, the fallen humanity. Her fall and her
redemption are both irrevocably tied to our fallen human nature and to our hopes for redemption, when we read her story we are able to understand our human selves, our
relationship with Jesus the Christ and our divine potentials subjectively. It is as if her love affair with the Christ is our own love affair with His Spirit and her
rise from sin into sainthood, the hope for our own future divinization. As we penetrate it, The Passion and The Glory The Greatest Story Ever Lived becomes our own
story. We learn more about Jesus, His Love for us and are exposed to His Mystery teachings, a priceless treasure of wisdom which is not only liberating, but helps to
fuel in us the innate desire to discover and recuperate our true, divine nature. The Gospel of Mary Magdalene is indeed a revolutionary Gospel of Love for the new minds
and spirits of the Twenty-first Century. The Passion and The Glory - The Greatest Love Story Ever Lived is a Gospel that was rejected in the past, mainly because it
came from a woman. Things have changed, what makes it most valuable in the new century is precisely that it comes from a woman. A woman who was not only one of Jesus
closest disciples and His most intimate companion, but the one He chose to make an apostle to His apostles by making her the sole harbinger of His resurrection. In an
age when women don t have to bend anymore under the dark cloud of male chauvinism, the Gospel of Mary Magdalene, the woman who loved Jesus is more than welcome. The
fact that her vision of Jesus is that of a woman, makes her Gospel a great love story, passionate, deeper and more human, very different indeed from that of the male
apostles. Mary of Magdala lived with Jesus Christ by and through His Grace, The Greatest Story of Love Ever Lived. Thus, it is her Gospel.
Still Distracted After All These Years Apr 12 2021 One of the foremost ADHD experts tackles adult cases in the aging generation and offers a practical, helpful guide
for those with and without a diagnosis Do you… Forget to pay bills Live in a disorganized environment Struggle with depression and anxiety Procrastinate on projects,
even ones that initially excite you Have high levels of conflict with those close to you Have a child diagnosed with ADHD and/or a family history of learning disorders
If some of these patterns sound familiar, you may have undiagnosed ADHD. ADHD in adults is one of the most common disorders. Living with ADHD in our later years is
hugely influenced by multiple factors: co-occurring issues, such as anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, and learning disorders combined with a heightened level of
stress, the presence or lack of support from others, and the number of people we are responsible for, can complicate and intensify the effects of ADHD. The good news is
that you’ve come to the right place to learn more about how older adults with ADHD can lead calmer, happier, more productive lives. Dr. Kathleen Nadeau, a foremost
authority on ADHD, has been working with this underserved and underrepresented population. Dedicated to the health and wellbeing of today’s older adults with ADHD,
Still Distracted After All These Years offers strategies to build a support system, gain better control over your daily life and create a more ADHD-friendly retirement.
Georgette, Where Are You? Dec 09 2020 Does God interact with people in close-up and personal ways, or is he a distant being, unconcerned of our daily struggles?
Consider these accounts of people, from children to those in their old age, who know the answer to this question. Hear from those who have experienced the presence of
God and the confirmation of biblical truths during their most ordinary days and in their greatest trials. You will be blessed as you read about the kind of faith that
sustains Gods people in this life and then ushers them safely into his heavenly kingdom.
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